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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a coupled Bonded Particle and Lattice Boltzmann Method (BPLBM) for modelling
fluid–solid interactions in engineering, e.g. geomechanics. In this novel technique, the Bonded Particle
model is employed to describe the inter-particle interactions, and the bonds between contacted particles
are assumed to be broken when the tensional force and/or tangential force reach a certain critical value;
while the Lattice Boltzmann method is used to model the fluid phase, and the Immersed Moving
Boundary (IMB) scheme is utilised to resolve the fluid–solid interactions. Based on this novel technique,
the investigation of hydraulic fracturing is carried out. The onset and propagation of hydraulic fracture
are successfully captured and reproduced. Numerical results show that the coupled BPLBM is promising
and efficient in handling complicated fluid–solid interactions at the grain level in hydraulic fracturing.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing is nowadays widely used to represent a
process by which a fracture initiates and propagates due to
hydraulic loading applied by a fluid inside the fracture. The appli-
cation of hydraulic fracturing is abundant in geomechanics.
Hydraulic fracturing began as a reservoir stimulation technique
for oil exploitation in petroleum engineering. It was then used
for hydrocarbon reservoir, shale oil production and geothermal
energy extraction. The success of fracture stimulation is largely
dependent on the size, shape and propagation behaviour of the cre-
ated hydraulic fracture. Due to its complexity, the simulation of
hydraulic fracturing has been a challenging research topic.

A good hydraulic fracturing model should include the mechan-
ical deformation and fracturing propagation of the solid, the flow of
the fluid within the fracture and the fluid pressure applied to the
solid. Over the last decade, effort has been made and a number
of numerical models have been proposed for the study of hydraulic
fracturing. The computational fluid dynamics is the commonly
used fluid solver. From the solid point of view, the Boundary Ele-
ment Method [27], based on a weakly-singular, weak-form traction
boundary integral equation, is the most popular approach [3,19].
An alternative is the combined Finite-Discrete Element Method
[34,36]. This method treats the solid domain of interest as contin-
uum at the beginning. When the simulation progresses, typically
through explicit integration of the equations of motion, new dis-
continuities are allowed to form upon satisfying some fracture cri-
terion, thus leading to the formation of new discrete bodies [14].
The Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) [30], based on the
generalized finite element method (GFEM) and the partition of
unity method (PUM), is another approach. It extends the classical
finite element method (FEM) approach by enriching the solution
space for solutions to differential equations with discontinuous
functions [31,6]. The latest technique for hydraulic fracturing is
based on the numerical manifold method [28]; there are two kinds
of covers, namely mathematical cover and physical cover. With
these two kinds of cover, the method is quite suitable for modelling
discontinuous problems [44].

In this work, a coupled Bonded Particle and Lattice Boltzmann
Method (BPLBM) is proposed for the investigation of hydraulic
fracturing. This novel technique, combining the Bonded Particle
Method and the Lattice Boltzmann Method, is an extension of the
Discrete Element–Lattice Boltzmann Method (DEM–LBM)
[12,15,41]. Not only can it better simulate the mechanical response
of geomaterials where cohesion forces exist between the bonded
particles, but also tackle interactions between the granular parti-
cles and the fluid with high accuracy. It addresses fluid–particle
issues at the grain-level commonly ranging from hundreds of
microns to several centimetres.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section a brief
introduction of the Bonded Particle Method (BPM) is given, fol-
lowed by the elaboration of the Lattice Boltzmann Method and
the coupling of BPM and LBM. Then, validation of this coupling
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technique is performed and a hydraulic fracturing case in under-
ground excavation is simulated using this coupled method and
the initiation and propagation of fracture are captured at the
microscale. Finally, it ends with conclusions and future work on
how to improve this coupling method.

2. Computational methodology

In this section, we shall introduce the framework of the coupled
BPLBM. In this method, the solid comprising bonded particles or
granular particles is modelled by BPM in which the cohesion forces
between bonded particles are considered by the contact bond
model [38] and the fluid flow is solved using LBM with incorpora-
tion of the turbulence model [12].

In addition, the fluid–solid interactions are achieved through
the Immersed Moving Boundary (IMB) scheme [35] which is com-
monly used in DEM–LBM.

2.1. Bonded Particle Method

It has been noted that the bonds existing between adjacent par-
ticles can resist both traction and shear forces and will break due to
excessive traction and/or shear forces [11,22]. Therefore, the bonds
play a vital role in determining the critical strength and force–dis-
placement behaviour of geomaterials. Nowadays BPM is being
extensively used for simulating brittle materials i.e. soil, rock and
concrete. The concept of BPM is firstly proposed for rock by
Potyondy and Cundall [38]. It originates from the Discrete Element
Method (DEM) which has been proved to be an effective numerical
tool for modelling problems consisting of granular particles. In
BPM, the bond model mimicking cementation can be implemented
between the particles in contact, and the bonds are able to carry
normal forces, tangential forces and moment. When the bond force
exceeds a critical value, the contact bond will break. In this case,
only the particle–particle contact forces (independent of the bond)
need to be considered.

The treatment of interactions between particles in this method
is similar to that in the Discrete Element Method [7,8] in which
particle–particle interactions are treated as a transient problem
where an equilibrium state is reached when the internal forces
are balanced. Newton’s second law is utilised to determine the
translation and rotation of each particle arising from the contact
forces, e.g., externally applied forces and body forces as well as
cohesive forces, while the force–displacement law is used to
update the contact forces that keep changing due to the relative
motion of particles at each contact. The dynamic behaviour is rep-
resented numerically by a time-stepping algorithm in which the
velocities and accelerations are assumed to be constant within
each time step. Because the propagation speed of disturbances is
a function of the physical properties of the discrete medium, a suf-
ficiently small time step should be chosen so that, in one time step,
disturbances cannot propagate from a particle farther than its
neighbouring particles. Therefore, at all times the resultant forces
on any particle are determined exclusively by the neighbouring
particles in contact.

Newton’s second law governing the motion of a particle is given
by

maþ cv ¼ Fc þ Ff þmg ð1Þ

I€h ¼ Tc þ Tf ð2Þ
where m and I are respectively the mass and the moment of inertia
of the particle; c is a damping coefficient; a and €h are respectively
the acceleration and angular acceleration; Fc and Tc are respectively
the contact forces and corresponding torques; Ff and Tf are the
hydrodynamic force and torques. It should be emphasised that Fc

can be either particle–particle contact forces for granular particles
or cohesion forces Fb existing between bonded particles.

2.1.1. The particle–particle contact model
The particle–particle contact force Fc has two components, the

normal contact force and tangential contact force, which are,
respectively, given by

Normal interaction laws : Fn ¼ Knd
m ð3Þ

Coulomb friction model : Ft ¼ �
_dt
j _dt j

Ktjdtj; jKtdt j 6 lFn

lFn; jKtdt j > lFn

�
ð4Þ

where Kn and Kt are respectively the normal stiffness and tangential
stiffness; dt and _dt correspond to accumulated tangential sliding and
sliding velocity; d is the overlap of two particles. The coefficient m
can be 1 or 3/2; the former is for the linear contact and the latter
is for the Hertz contact model.

2.1.2. The contact bond model
The bond model used in this work is referred to as the contact

bond model [21,38]. It approximates the physical behaviour of a
vanishingly small cemented-like substance joining the two bonded
particles. It can be envisioned as a pair of elastic springs (or a point
of glue) with constant normal and shear stiffness acting at the con-
tact point. These two springs have specified shear and tensile
strength. The existence of a contact bond precludes the possibility
of slip. This widely accepted bond model accounts for forces acting
at the contact point, but it is unable to undertake moment. Thus
more advanced bond models are required to simulate more com-
plicated mechanical behaviours [38,37,22,23].

The contact bond is characterised by two parameters: normal
bond strength (Fbn) and shear bond strength (Fbs). If the tensile
contact force equals or exceeds the normal contact bond strength,
the bond breaks, and both the normal and shear contact forces are
set to be zero. However, when the shear contact force is equal or
greater than the shear contact bond strength, the bond breaks,
but the contact forces do not change. The contact bond model
can be described by

Normal component : Fb
n ¼ Kb

nd; Fb
n 6 Fmax

0; Fb
n > Fmax

(
ð5Þ

Tangential component : Fb
t ¼ �

_dt
j _dt j

Kb
t jdt j; jKb

t dt j 6 lFb
n

lFb
n; jKb

t dt j > lFb
n

(
ð6Þ

where Kb
n and Kb

t are respectively the normal stiffness and tangen-
tial stiffness for the cement; and Fmax is the critical tensile force.

2.1.3. The general algorithm of BPM
The computational procedure of the Bonded Particle Method is

briefly summarised as follows:

(1) A particle packing with a specified size distribution will be
generated first. Then, the first contact detection will be per-
formed to build up a contact list for particles in contact. At
the meantime, the overlaps between these contacting parti-
cle pairs are recorded. Then, bond models will be introduced
to the particles according to the first contact detection;

(2) When bond models are introduced, relaxation of the particle
sample to a balanced state is required. Here a reduced-
overlap method is proposed to secure a fast relaxation of a
sample. At each time step, the deformation of the bond will
be subtracted by the initial overlap record in the first step;



Fig. 1. LB discretization of a rectangular domain (left) and D2Q9 model (right).
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(3) Next, the boundary conditions will be applied for the first
time-step calculation and carry out the global contact detec-
tion and work out the overlap between contact particles for
the subsequent contact force calculation;

(4) Then check whether these contact pairs are on the bond con-
tact list; if yes, use the contact bond model to calculate the
cohesion forces between the bonded particles; otherwise
calculate contact forces between no bonded pairs using the
particle–particle contact models;

(5) Check the calculated bond forces, if the tensile force or shear
force exceeds its critical value, remove these contact pairs
from the bond contact list;

(6) Use the central difference time stepping scheme to update
the position and velocity of each particle;

(7) Repeat Steps 3–6 till the specific time interval is exceeded
and output the useful data for postprocess.

The principal issues in BPM are the calculation of contact forces
and the contact detection. The processing of contact forces has
been introduced in this paper. Detailed discussion of contact
detection algorithms can be found in the literatures [13,32]. Con-
sidering the efficiency in terms of CPU and memory, we used the
No Binary Search (NBS) [33,32] contact detection algorithm in this
work.

2.2. Lattice Boltzmann Method

The Lattice Boltzmann method is a modern approach in Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). In the conventional CFD, the fluid
phase is treated as continuum. The primary variables are pressure,
velocity and density. Its governing equations are the well-known
Navier–Stokes (N–S) equations. In LBM the fluid domain is divided
into regular lattices. The fluid phase is treated as a group of (imag-
inary) particle packages that residence at the lattice nodes. Each
particle package includes several particles, such as 9 particles in
the commonly used D2Q9 model. The flow of fluid can be achieved
through resolving the particle collision and streaming. The Lattice
Boltzmann Equation (LBE) is used to solve the streaming and colli-
sion process of fluid particles. The variable of LBM is the fluid den-
sity distribution function instead of pressure, density and velocity
in the conventional CFD. Both mass and momentum of fluid parti-
cles are characterised by fluid density distributions. In particular,
the N–S equation can be recovered from the LB equation under
the condition of low Mach number [4].

The LBM is originated from Lattice Gas Automata (LGA) devel-
oped to eliminate the statistical noise. The first Lattice Boltzmann
model is called the MZ model [29], where the density distribution
functions instead of Boolean variables were employed for particle
treatment. It was then simplified to the HJ model by Higuera and
Jiménez [16] through linearising the collision operator. The tech-
nique, however, suffers from poor numerical stability. To solve
the problem, the HSB model was proposed [17]. Since the collision
operator in the HSB model is out of the collision rule in LGA, the
technique is deemed as a great progress in the model development.
Two years later, the BGK model was proposed to simplify the col-
lision operator in the HSB model, and it is a single relaxation model
as only one relaxation parameter is introduced in the collision pro-
cess [5,4]. Subsequently, the MRT model was developed where
multiple relaxation parameters are introduced [10]. The MRT
model is better than BGK model in terms of accuracy and stability
but its computational cost is higher.

2.2.1. Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) model
Given the computational efficiency and ease in programming,

the BGK model is adopted in this work. It can be characterised by
the following Lattice Boltzmann Equation:
f iðxþ eiDt; t þ DtÞ � f iðx; tÞ ¼ X ð7Þ
where f i is the primary variables in the LB formulation (so-called
fluid density distribution functions), and X is the collision operator.
In the BGK Model, X is characterised by a relaxation time s and the
equilibrium distribution function f eqi ðx; tÞ

X ¼ �Dt
s

f iðx; tÞ � f eqi ðx; tÞ� � ð8Þ

To make further explanation about LBM, we will take the widely
used 2-D LB discretization scheme, the so-called D2Q9 model, as
an example.

The fluid domain is discretized into square lattices with side h.
Particles at each node are allowed to move to its eight immediate
neighbours with different velocities ei (i = 1,2,. . .,8). A proportion of
the particles can rest at the node with a zero velocity e0. As shown
in Fig. 1, the nine discrete velocity vectors in total are defined as

e0 ¼ ð0;0Þ

ei ¼ C cos
pði� 1Þ

2
; sin

pði� 1Þ
2

� �
ði ¼ 1; . . . ;4Þ ð9Þ

ei ¼ C cos
pð2i� 9Þ

4
; sin

pð2i� 9Þ
4

� �
ði ¼ 5; . . . ;8Þ

in which C is the lattice speed and is related to the lattice spacing, h,
and the time step, Dt

C ¼ h=Dt

The central issue to LBM is to control the movement of fluid
particles via the density distribution functions. The evolution of
the density distribution functions at each time step is governed
by Eq. (13). The equilibrium distribution function can be defined as

f eqi ¼ xiq 1þ 3
C2 ei � v þ 9

2C4 ðei � vÞ
2 � 3

2C2 v � v
� �

ði ¼ 0; . . . ;8Þ

ð10Þ
where q and v are the macroscopic fluid density and velocity,
respectively and xi are the weighting factors:

x0 ¼ 4
9
; x1;2;3;4 ¼ 1

9
; x5;6;7;8 ¼ 1

36
ð11Þ

The macroscopic fluid density q and velocity v can be calculated
from the distribution functions

q ¼
X8
i¼0

f i; qv ¼
X8
i¼1

f iei ð12Þ

The fluid pressure is given by

P ¼ C2
Sq ð13Þ

where CS is termed the fluid speed of sound and is related to the lat-
tice speed C

CS ¼ C=
ffiffiffi
3

p
ð14Þ
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The kinematic viscosity, t, of the fluid is implicitly determined
by

t ¼ 1
3

s� 1
2

� �
h2

Dt
¼ 1

3
s� 1

2

� �
Ch ð15Þ
Fig. 2. IMB scheme and definition of local solid ratio e.

1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 2, the reader is referred to the web version o
this article.
2.2.2. Turbulence modelling
Although LBM has been proved to be efficient for a variety of

fluid flow with low Reynolds number, not much work has been
done on the modelling of turbulent flow using LBM except a previ-
ous study [20]. However, the turbulent flow is common in hydrau-
lic fracture [42,43,1]. The fracturing fluid pumped during the
process is generally in turbulent flow. Besides, turbulent flow has
been observed in experiments of fracture flow [39].

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is a well-known turbulence mod-
elling approach in the engineering field, which enables one to
directly solve large spatial-scale turbulent eddies that carry the
majority of the energy. The smaller-scale eddies are described by
using a subgrid model. The separation of these scales is achieved
through filtering the Navier–Stokes equations, from which solu-
tions to the resolved scales are obtained. In this study, the one-
parameter Smagorinsky subgrid model [40] is adopted, where
the Reynolds stress tensor is assumed to be dependent only on
the local strain rate.

A simple route to incorporate turbulence model is to directly
apply the concept of LES to the LB formulation [20]. Following this
approach, the filtered form of the LB equation is expressed as

ef iðxþ eiDt; t þ DtÞ � ef iðx; tÞ ¼ � 1
s�

ef iðx; tÞ � ef eqi ðx; tÞ
h i

ð16Þ

where ef i and ef eqi represent the distribution function and the equilib-
rium distribution function of the resolved scales, respectively. The
effect of the unresolved scale motion is modelled through an effec-
tive collision relaxation time scale st . Thus the total relaxation time
s� is described by

s� ¼ sþ st ð17Þ
where s and st are the relaxation times corresponding to the fluid
viscosity t and the turbulence viscosity tt , respectively. Accord-
ingly, t� is given by

t� ¼ tþ tt ¼ 1
3

s� � 1
2

� �
h2

Dt
¼ 1

3
sþ st � 1

2

� �
C2Dt ð18Þ

tt ¼ 1
3
stC2Dt ð19Þ

where the turbulence viscosity tt is calculated in terms of the fil-

tered strain rate tensor eSij and a filter length scale h

tt ¼ ðSchÞ2Ŝ ð20Þ

Ŝ ¼ Q̂

2qC2
Ss�

ð21Þ

in which Sc is the Smagorinsky constant; Ŝ is the characteristic value

of the filtered strain rate tensor eSij, and Q̂ is the filtered mean
momentum flux can be computed from second-order momentseQ ij; with

Ŝ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i;j
eSij
eSij

r
; Q̂ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
X

i;j
eQ ij
eQ ij

r
Consequently, the turbulence relaxation time st is obtained as

st ¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 þ 18ðSChÞ2ðqC4DtÞ�1

Q̂
q

� s
� �

ð22Þ
This extended LBM including turbulent flows is simple to
implement and has been proved promising for turbulence simula-
tions [20] and was first introduced into the DEM–LBM in [12].
2.3. The fluid–solid interactions

The fluid–solid interaction is a primary issue in the fluid–parti-
cle systems especially when a large number of particles are
involved. In order to correctly model the fluid–solid interaction,
the no-slip condition must be satisfied, in which the fluid and solid
should have the same velocity at the fluid–solid interface. For a sta-
tionary particle, this no-slip condition can be easily imposed by the
well-known bounce-back rule. Later a modified bounce-back rule
was proposed for moving particle–fluid interaction [25,26].

In order to resolve the problems in the Modified Bounce-back
Rule for moving particles, Noble and Torczynski [35] proposed a
new boundary scheme, in which the particle is represented by
solid nodes, the solid boundary nodes and interior solid nodes.
The fluid nodes near the solid boundary nodes are defined as fluid
boundary nodes. A diagram of IMB is plotted in Fig. 2 as a illustra-
tion. Four sorts of nodes, solid boundary nodes, interior solid
nodes, fluid boundary nodes and normal fluid nodes, are, respec-
tively, marked in red1, yellow, green and blue. The fluid–solid cou-
pling is achieved by dealing with the interactions between the
fluid boundary nodes and the solid boundary nodes. In order to
retain the advantages of LBM, namely the locality of the collision
operator and the simple linear streaming operator, an additional col-
lision term, XS

i , for nodes covered partially or fully by the solid is
introduced to the standard collision operator of LBM. The modified
collision operator for resolving the fluid–solid interaction is given by

X ¼ �Dt
s
ð1� BÞ½f iðx; tÞ � f eqi ðx; tÞ� þ ð1� BÞDtFi þ BXS

i ð23Þ
f
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where B is a weighting function that depends on the local solid ratio
e, defined as the fraction of the solid node area to a cell area (see
Fig. 2):

B ¼ eðs� 0:5Þ
ð1� eÞ þ ðs� 0:5Þ ð24Þ

When e = 0, B = 0; and e ¼ 1, B = 1.
The additional collision term is based on the bounce-rule for the

non-equilibrium part and is given by

XS
i ¼ f�iðx; tÞ � f iðx; tÞ þ f eqi ðq;USÞ � f eq�iðq; uÞ ð25Þ

where US is the velocity of the solid node at time step t þ Dt

US ¼ Up þx� lC lC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx� xCÞ2 þ ðy� yCÞ2

q� �
ð26Þ

The resultant hydrodynamic force and torque exerted on the
solid can be calculated by

Ff ¼ Ch
X
n

Bn

X
i

Xs
i ei

 !" #
ð27Þ

Tf ¼ Ch
X
n

ðx� xCÞ � Bn

X
i

Xs
i ei

 !" #( )
ð28Þ

Later this method was modified by Holdych [18]. The modified
version is as follows

XS
i ¼ f�iðx; tÞ � f iðx; tÞ þ f eqi ðq;USÞ � f eq�iðq;USÞ ð29Þ
Fig. 3. Total velocity contour at different stages.
The only difference from the original version is that the solid
velocity is used to calculate the equilibrium distribution for the last
term. The modified IMB was validated and proved to be better in
calculating the hydrodynamic forces for stationary particles
[41,24]. In addition, this scheme can recover the classic Bounce-
Back rule for stationary particles; while at B = 0 it reduces to the
standard LB equation. However, it is found that there is a non-
convergence problem with the modified IMB scheme for the
fluid-moving particle interaction. Therefore, the original IMB
scheme is adopted in the following simulation.
3. Model validation

To demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
fluid–particle coupling scheme, the extensively investigated
benchmark (single particle sedimentation in viscous fluid) is car-
ried out.

In our simulation, a water-filled tube in 2 cm diameter (X-
direction) and 6 cm height (Y-direction) is used. The fluid domain
is divided into 200 � 600 square lattices with spacing h = 0.1 mm.
The kinematic viscosity and density of fluid are 1.0 � 10�6 m2/s
and 1000 kg/m3, respectively. The density of the solid particle is
3000 kg/m3, and its radius is 0.125 cm. Four boundaries of this sim-
ulation are stationary walls and thus the no-slip boundary condi-
tion is imposed. Initially, the particle is positioned at (1 cm,
4 cm) with the static state. Due to gravity force, the particle will
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Fig. 6. Fluid velocity contour and hydraulic fracturing process.
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Table 1
Parameters for the fluid and solid.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Particle density (kg/m3) 2750 Fluid density (kg/m3) 1000
Friction coefficient 0.3 Kinematic viscosity (t) 1.0 � 10�6

Particle contact stiffness (N/m) 5.0 � 107 Bond normal stiffness (N/m) 5.0 � 107

Bond strength (N) 1500 Bond shear stiffness 1.0�105

Contact damping ratio (n) 0.5 Smagorinsky constant (Sc) 0.1
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go down. The Immersed Moving Boundary scheme is employed to
resolving the particle–fluid interaction. The sedimentation process
and fluid velocity contours of fluid at different time stages, 0.093 s,
0.14 s, 0.187 s, 0.21 s, 0.233 s, are given in Fig. 3. To demonstrate
the accuracy of IMB, the same simulation using the implicit veloc-
ity correction based IB–LBM [9] instead of IMB scheme is carried
out. The evolution of particle movement in vertical direction and
hydrodynamic forces applied to the particle with respect to time
are compared in Figs. 4 and 5.

From Figs. 4 and 5, we can find that the motions of the particle
simulated by the IMB and IBM schemes match very well. At the
beginning, the particle falls down as an accelerated motion due
to gravity force. After a distance it will sink with a constant speed
as the gravity force, hydrodynamic force and buoyancy reach an
equilibrium state. It is noticed that the hydrodynamic force calcu-
lated by IMB evolves smoothly except one point where the particle
collides the bottom boundary. While, the drag forces obtained from
IB scheme fluctuate around those calculated by IMB with the
development of time. Sometimes, there are some fluctuations of
hydrodynamic forces in the IB–LBM proposed by Dash et al. [9].
4. Numerical tests

A hydraulic fracture process triggered by the horizontal direc-
tional drilling in an underground construction is investigated.
The model with dimensions 1 m � 1 m is shown in Fig. 6 (t = 0 s)
and it is comprised of 3828 bonded particles of 4 different radii,
i.e. 6 mm, 7 mm, 9 mm and 10 mm. It has been reported that to
achieve an accurate solution the diameter of the smallest particle
should cover at least 10 fluid grids. The fluid domain in this study
is divided into 2000 � 2000 lattices with grid spacing h = 0.5 mm.
The ratio of smallest radius to grid spacing is 24 which can secure
the accuracy of simulation. The time step used in this simulation is
8.333 � 10�5 s. Other parameters of the fluid and solid particles are
listed in Table 1. A pressure pipe (with pressure 125 MPa) is
applied in the middle of the left vertical wall. At the right bound-
ary, a solid wall which is only effective for solid particles and a
pressure boundary (with a density qout = 1000 kg/m3) for the fluid
are implemented. Other boundaries are stationary walls.

In 2-D simulation by combining DEM and other fluid method,
like CFD and LBM, there is big issue in pore water flow path.
Because the flow paths are always blocked up by contacted
spheres, it is difficult to obtain realistic flow channels. In order to
solve this problem, Boutt et al. [2] proposed a method in which
the radius of the particle will be reduced to certain degree (called
effective radius) artificially when the fluid flow is implemented.
This effective hydraulic radius can be accomplished by introducing
a ratio of effective radius to the particle radius.

Fig. 6 shows the snapshots at different instants. The velocity
contour of the fluid is displayed in colours. Due to the hydraulic
loading in the middle of the left boundary, the onset and propaga-
tion of fracture, which is achieved by breaking the bond model
between the particles undergoing too large forces, are captured.
In order to better understand the mechanism of the onset and evo-
lution of hydraulic fracturing, the bond network, similar to force
chain in DEM, is extracted and its evolution is shown as well.
The network is comprised of black and red lines. The former repre-
sents tension force between bonded particles and the latter is com-
pression force or zero stress state. The magnitude of forces is
described by the thickness of lines. At the beginning black tensile
stresses appear near the hydraulic loading. With the growth of
hydraulic loading tensile stresses propagate outward. When the
tension is large enough, the bond breaks. Consequently, micro fac-
tures are formed.

To further observe the evolution of fracture induced by hydrau-
lic loading, the zoom-in of fracture at different stages is delineated
using green curves in Fig. 7. At the beginning a tiny crack is formed
near the pressure pipe. With the increase of fluid pressure, the
hydraulic fracture grows gradually. Later, a branch fracture cap-
tured at t = 0.8333 s is formed and its width grows at t = 1.6666 s.
Subsequently, a new branch emerges and these fractures propa-
gate rapidly.

To trace the variation of fluid pressure, four points, (0.05,0.55)
(0.25,0.55) (0.50,0.55) and (0.75,0.55), are selected and tracked.
The distribution and evolution of fluid pressures are presented in
Fig. 8, which shows that with the progress of the simulation, the
pressures at all the points increase quickly. Particularly, the closer
to the pressure pipe, the larger are the magnitude and speed of the
growth of fluid pressure. Besides, the fluid pressure near the pres-
sure pipe is higher than that far from hydraulic loading. With the
increase of distance from the hydraulic loading, the fluid pressure
drops dramatically.

The preliminary result demonstrates that this coupled BPLBM is
promising for hydraulic fracture study where the experiments and
conventional numerical methods have limited resolutions. It can
investigate the hydraulic fracturing at the grain level and easily
resolve the complicated interaction between the fracture surface
and fluid. Besides, this microscopic method is particularly effective
to and suitable for the investigation of fracture initiation and prop-
agation through breaking the bonding between bonded particles.
This advantage has been proven through the preliminary simula-
tion. Particularly, the computing cost is very expensive. The
hydraulic fracture simulation takes about 20 hours on a PC (Intel
Core i7-4790 CPU@3.60 GHz; Memory: 16.00 GB).
5. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel coupled Bonded Particle and Lattice
Boltzmann Method for the simulation of fluid–solid interactions in
hydraulic fracturing. Numerical tests confirm that the coupled
BPLBM technique is promising and efficient in capturing the onset
and propagation of hydraulic fracture. Compared to DEM–LBM, it
enjoys an improved accuracy and a broader range of applicability
in characterising the mechanics responses of geomaterials in
which cohesion forces play an important role. Furthermore, BPLBM
is a mesoscopic/microscopic based method, which can process
fluid–particle issues at the grain-level which commonly ranges
from hundreds of microns to several centimetres. This characteris-
tic is difficult to achieve in a continuum based method. Due to the
explicit time-stepping scheme and nature to parallelize, BPLBM is



Fig. 7. Zoom-in of hydraulic fracture at different instants.
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promising for modelling large-scale even field problems using par-
allel computing.

The present work only presents a 2D BPLBM technique, but the
extension to 3D would be straightforward. Although only a simple
bond model has been incorporated in BPLBM, advanced bond mod-
els able to resist moment will be developed and validated experi-
mentally in the near future.
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